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Analytic calculation of the hyperfine coupling tensors for multi-configurational quasi-degenerate
perturbation theory is developed based on the Lagrange multiplier formalism. Calculation of
Lagrange multipliers is not required if the corresponding constraining conditions do not depend
explicitly on the magnetic moments of the nuclei. Except for the explicit form of the one-electron
perturbation operator, the derivation presented in this work is also applicable to other molecular
properties for which the basis functions do not depend on the differentiation variable, and for which
the dependence of the Hamiltonian is through a one-electron operator only. © 2003 American
Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1525810#
I. INTRODUCTION
There are two main reasons why multi-reference meth-
ods are crucial for calculating spin-spin coupling. First,
single-reference methods can be very unreliable for calculat-
ing the spin-spin coupling constants, due to the triplet nature
of perturbing operators.1 In general, for molecules without
multiple bonds or lone pairs the spin-spin coupling constants
can be calculated with reasonable accuracy with Hartree–
Fock-based methods, while single-reference calculations of
coupling to nuclei with lone pairs can be in error by orders of
magnitude.1–3 In principle, this particular problem can be
dealt with by using a UHF wave function, which usually
contains some contributions from the triplet and higher spin
states. However, systems involving degenerate or nearly de-
generate configurations cannot be adequately studied with
any single-reference methods, including UHF.4 The complete
active space self-consistent field ~CASSCF! wave function is
much better suited for describing systems in which nondy-
namic correlation is important. The CASSCF wave function
is also flexible enough to properly accommodate the effects
of operators responsible for indirect spin-spin coupling.1
However, it is important to recall that while CASSCF is a
generalization of Hartree–Fock theory for systems that are
not well described by a single configuration, it does not ac-
count for dynamic correlation effects. At present, analytic
calculation of spin-spin coupling is available for CASSCF
theory itself,5 but not to our knowledge for any CASSCF
based methods that include dynamic correlation.
Direct analytic calculation of spin-spin coupling con-
stants for multi-configurational quasi-degenerate perturba-
tion theory ~MCQDPT! appears to be prohibitively difficult.
Since MCQDPT is not variational, calculating even the first
derivatives of the MCQDPT energy requires evaluation of
the responses of the MCQDPT wave function.6,7 However,
even deriving the response equations is very complicated due
to the specific nature of some of the MCQDPT optimization
parameters, such as the energy shifts and the MCQDPT or-
bital energies discussed below. If the response function for-
malism is used, solving response equations is not necessary
for the first derivatives, but is required for the spin-spin cou-
pling constants, which are the second derivatives of the en-
ergy with respect to the magnetic moments. A combined
analytical–numerical approach seems to be more practical.
In this approach, the first derivatives of the MCQDPT energy
with respect to the nuclear magnetic moments ~hyperfine
coupling tensors! are calculated analytically, using the varia-
tional Lagrangian technique described below. These gradi-
ents can then be numerically differentiated to obtain the spin-
spin coupling constants. A similar approach is frequently
used in electronic structure codes for calculating numerical
Hessians by numerical differentiation of analytic energy gra-
dients. It should be noted that the hyperfine coupling tensors
of spin-paired systems are exactly equal to zero, due to the
nature of the magnetic perturbation operators.1
In this work, a derivation of the analytic gradient with
respect to the nuclear magnetic moments for MCQDPT
theory is presented. This derivation is new, although the first
half follows closely the derivation of the only other kind of
analytic gradients available for MCQDPT theory—with re-
spect to nuclear coordinates, developed by Nakano, Hirao,
and Gordon.6,7
II. DERIVATIVES FOR NONVARIATIONAL WAVE
FUNCTIONS
The difficulty of calculating magnetic and other
MCQDPT properties lies in the nonvariational character of
the MCQDPT energy. This can be illustrated by the follow-
ing example. Consider the hyperfine coupling tensor
AK5
dE
dMK
. ~1!
For simplicity, we ignore the details of the electronic energy
functional E and write the energy functions as E(M,l),
where M represents the nuclear magnetic moments and l
5$l i% is the set of all parameters that determine the wave
function. The gradient of the electronic energy with respect
a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
mark@si.fi.ameslab.gov
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to the magnetic moment of nucleus K, calculated for varia-
tionally optimal values of the electronic parameters l5l*, is
dE~M,l!
dMK
5F ]E~M,l!]MK 1(i ]E~M,l!]l i ]l i]MKGl5l* .
~2!
If the electronic energy is fully variational with respect to all
the optimization parameters l, the optimized energy satisfies
the variational condition
F]E~M,l!]l G
l5l*
50 ~3!
for all values of the nuclear magnetic moments M, and the
hyperfine coupling tensor does not depend on the response of
the optimization parameters ]l/]MK :
AK5F]E~M,l*!]MK GM50 . ~4!
The expressions for second-order properties, such as spin-
spin coupling constants, are also greatly simplified if the
variational condition ~3! is satisfied.
However, if the parameters l are not determined varia-
tionally, the condition Eq. ~3! is not satisfied, and one needs
to evaluate the responses of the wave function even for first-
order properties. Obtaining these responses also becomes a
much more difficult task, since one can no longer rely on the
variational condition Eq. ~3! to derive the response equa-
tions. To deal with these problems, Helgaker and
Jørgensen8,9 suggested the use of Lagrange’s method of un-
determined multipliers and the introduction of an energy
functional designed to give the same energy as the standard
energy function and yet be fully variational.
In nonvariational methods, the optimization parameters
l are determined not from the variational condition Eq. ~3!
but from some set of equations f (l)50, and then optimized
values lopt are used to calculate the electronic energy
E(lopt). A variational functional ~Lagrangian! L can be con-
structed by introducing an additional set of optimization pa-
rameters m, including one parameter for each of the optimi-
zation conditions f (l)50:
L~l ,m!5E~l!1m f ~l!. ~5!
This Lagrangian is variational with respect to the new pa-
rameters m. In fact, the variational conditions for the La-
grangian with respect to the m’s are identical to the set of
equations f (l)50, from which the optimal values of the
parameters l are determined:
]L~l ,m!
]m
5 f ~l!50. ~6!
The parameters m are not uniquely defined, since for the
optimized values of l5lopt the last term in Eq. ~5! vanishes,
and L(lopt ,m)5E(lopt) for any value of m. Thus, it is pos-
sible to make the Lagrangian fully variational in both sets of
parameters l and m by imposing a constraining condition on
the m’s:
]L~l ,m!
]l
5
]E~l!
]l
1m
] f ~l!
]l
50. ~7!
The set of equations ~7! represents variational conditions for
the Lagrangian with respect to the parameters l. However, it
should be emphasized that by solving Eq. ~7! the optimal
values mopt of the parameters m are found, while the optimal
values of the parameters l are found from the variational
conditions of the Lagrangian with respect to the m’s, Eq. ~6!.
If the parameters l are determined from Eq. ~6!, and the
parameters m from Eq. ~7!, the Lagrangian yields the same
energy as the original energy functional E(l), and at the
same time L is variational with respect to all optimization
parameters:
L~lopt ,mopt!5E~lopt!,
]L~l ,m!
]l
50, ~8a!
]L~l ,m!
]m
50.
This Lagrangian can now be used in place of the original
energy functional to calculate various energy derivatives
through the standard response function formalism.
III. MCQDPT MAGNETIC GRADIENTS—GENERAL
STRATEGY
Consider the main steps involved in calculating the hy-
perfine coupling tensors analytically. First, a variational
functional is constructed, which requires identifying all of
the optimization parameters in the energy expression and the
corresponding equations for these parameters. The Lagrange
multipliers are determined by solving the variational equa-
tions ~7!. Since these equations are solved for zero magnetic
moments, it is not necessary to include in the energy function
E the perturbation due to the presence of the nuclear mag-
netic moments M at this stage:
]L~M,l ,m!
]l UM505
]L~l ,m!
]l
5
]E~l!
]l
1m
] f ~l!
]l
50.
~8b!
As a result, the set of equations ~8! is identical to the set of
equations used in Ref. 6 for MCQDPT gradients with respect
to nuclear coordinates. However, not all of the equations ~8!
need to be solved, because not all of the Lagrangian multi-
pliers are necessary for calculating the magnetic gradients:
]L~M,lopt ,mopt!
dMK
U
M50
5F]L~M,l ,m!]MK 1 ]L~M,l ,m!]l ]l]MK
1
]L~M~l ,m!
]m
]m
]MK
G l5lopt
m5mopt
M50
5F]L~M,l ,m!]MK G l5loptm5mopt
M50
5F]E~M,l!]MK 1m ] f ~M,l!]MK G l5loptm5mopt
M50
. ~9!
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Indeed, if some of the constraining conditions f (M,l) in Eq.
~9! do not depend explicitly on the nuclear magnetic mo-
ments, their derivatives with respect to MK are equal to zero,
and the corresponding Lagrange multipliers m are not needed
to calculate the gradient.
The next step involves calculating the derivatives of the
optimization equations f (M,l) and the energy function
E(M,l) with respect to the nuclear magnetic moments. It
should be noted that we only need the derivatives of those
optimization equations that correspond to nonzero Lagrange
multipliers. If some Lagrange multipliers m associated with
the constraining conditions f (M,l) happen to be equal to
zero, the corresponding contributions m(] f (M,l)/]MK) to
the derivative of the Lagrangian in Eq. ~9! are also equal to
zero, and hence the derivatives of those particular constrain-
ing conditions ] f (M,l)/]MK need not be calculated. Fi-
nally, the gradients are computed using these derivatives and
the Lagrange multipliers are obtained from the variational
conditions Eq. ~8!.
IV. MCQDPT LAGRANGIAN
All derivations in this section and Sec. V are analogous
to the results of Nakano, Hirao, and Gordon.6 The MCQDPT
total energy to second order can be written as
E5(
ab
DaDb~Heff!abY (
a
Da
2
, ~10!
where Heff is the effective Hamiltonian and Da are elements
of the eigenvectors which diagonalize it. The effective
Hamiltonian is given by
~Heff!ab5^auHub&
1
1
2 H(K ^auVuK&^KuVub&Ea~0 !2EK~0 ! 1~a↔b!J , ~11!
where the sum is over the set of all singly and doubly excited
configurations K from the reference configurations in the
complete active space ~CAS!. The vectors ua& and ub& are
CASSCF eigenfunctions. As was mentioned earlier, the
Hamiltonian operator H does not contain any contributions
from nuclear magnetic moments at this stage. The MCQDPT
perturbation operator V10,11 in second-quantized form is
V5(
pq
~hpq2«pdpq!Epq1
1
2 (pqrs ~pqurs !Epq ,rs , ~12!
where Epq are unitary group generators defined in terms of
the creation operators apa
1
, apb
1 and annihilation operators
apa ,apb associated with molecular orbitals p,q with spins
a,b:
Epq5apa
1 aqa1apb
1 aqb ~13!
and hpq5(puhuq) are the elements of the one-electron
Hamiltonian matrix in the molecular orbital basis. The
MCQPT orbital energies «p are uniquely defined by orbital
canonicalization, and are important parameters of the
MCQDPT perturbation operator. In the two-electron part
of the perturbation, Epq ,rs5EpqErs2dqrEps , and (pqurs)
are the four index matrix elements of the electron-
electron repulsion (pqurs)5**dr1dr2wp*(r1)wr*(r2)
3(1/r12)wq(r1)ws(r2). Using the relations6
Epq ,rs ,tu5Epq ,rsEtu2dqtEpu ,rs2dstEpq ,ru ~14!
and introducing the one-electron perturbation operator n with
matrix elements defined as (punuq)5(puhuq)2«pdpq , as
expanded expression for the effective Hamiltonian can be
written:
~Heff!ab5^auHub&2
1
2 H (pq ,B ^auEpquB&CB~b!(e ~punue !~eunuq !«e2«q1DEBa2 (pqrs ,B ^auEpq ,rsuB&CB~b!
3F(
e
~punue !~equrs !
«e2«q1«r2«s1DEBa
1(
e
~peurs !~eunuq !
«e2«q1DEBa
1
1
2 (~a ,b !
~paurb !~aqubs !
«a2«q1«b2«s1DEBaG
2 (
pqrstu ,B
^auEpq ,rs ,tuuB&CB~b!(
e
~peurs !~equtu !
«e2«q1« t2«u1DEBa
1~a↔b!J . ~15!
In Eq. ~15!, B refers to a configuration state function ~CSF!
in the CASSCF wave function and CB(b) is a CASSCF CI
coefficient for the CSF B in state b. Active orbitals have
indices p ,q ,r ,s ,t ,u and the virtual orbitals are indicated by
indices e , f . Indices a ,b refer to both active and virtual or-
bitals, but a and b cannot both be virtual orbitals simulta-
neously. The energy shift DEBa is the difference between the
zeroth-order energies of the CASSCF state a and CSF B.
Following Nakano et al.,6 contributions from doubly occu-
pied ~‘‘core’’! orbitals are not included in the energy expres-
sion Eq. ~15!.
The optimization parameters in MCQDPT are CASSCF
CI coefficients, MCQDPT molecular orbital coefficients and
orbital energies ~uniquely defined by orbital canonicaliza-
tion!, as well as the MCQDPT effective Hamiltonian diago-
nalization parameters. These parameters are determined by
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the CASSCF optimization and MCQDPT orbital canonical-
ization conditions, which are used as constraining conditions
to build the MCQDPT Lagrangian. Following Nakano
et al.,6 the equations for the optimization parameters are
listed here in the order they are determined in the MCQDFT
calculation.
First, the CI and molecular orbital coefficients are found
by solving the CASSCF equations. The CI coefficients for
the CASSCF state a are determined from the CASSCF
Hamiltonian diagonalization
(
B
HAB2dABECAS~a!CB~a!50; (
B
CB
2 ~a!51.
~16!
The variational conditions for the molecular orbital coeffi-
cients can be written as symmetry conditions Xpq5Xqp for
the state-averaged matrix X defined as
Xpq5(
a
v~a!Xpq~a!
5(
a
v~a!F(
i
hpi^auEqiua&
1
1
2 (i jk ~piu jk !^auEqi , jkua&G , ~17!
where v~a! is the weight of the CASSCF state a. Using a
pure state CASSCF wave function somewhat simplifies the
derivation. However, if the CASSCF states are degenerate,
averaging over several CASSCF states can be important for
the calculation of molecular properties. Thus, for generality a
state-averaged CASSCF wave function is used in this work.
The orthonormality conditions for the molecular orbitals
(puq)5dpq implied in the CASSCF orbital optimization
have to be included in the Lagrangian explicitly.
The CASSCF optimization determines molecular orbit-
als up to arbitrary rotations within ~separately! the doubly
occupied, active or virtual orbital subspaces. The MCQDPT
energy is not invariant with respect to such rotations, and this
rotational freedom of the CASSCF orbitals must be removed
by orbital canonicalization. This can be thought of as the
diagonalization of the CASSCF Fock matrix. The canonical-
ization conditions also uniquely define the orbital energies
used in the MCQDPT energy functional. These conditions
can be written as
Fpq2«pdpq5~puhuq !1(
rs
Drs
AveF ~pqurs !2 12 ~prusq !G
2«pdpq50. ~18!
Here DAve is the state-averaged density matrix
Dpq
Ave5(
a
v~a!^auEpqua& ~19!
and each block ~doubly occupied, active and external! of the
Fock matrix Fpq is diagonalized separately.
The last set of MCQDPT optimization parameters comes
from diagonalization of the effective Hamiltonian
(
b
~Heff!ab2dabWDb50; (
a
Da
2 51. ~20!
Introducing one Lagrange multiplier m for each of the
constraining conditions described above, one can write the
MCQDPT Lagrangian as
L5F(
ab
DaDb~Heff!abY (
a
Da
2 G1F(
a
(
A
mCASCI
Aa H(
B
~HAB2dABECAS~a!!CB~a!J
1(
a
mCAS
a H(
A
CA
2 ~a!21J 1 (
p.qPO
mCASMO
pq $Xpq2Xqp%1 (
p>qPD
mCASMO
pq $Fpq2«pdqp%
1 (
p>q
mORTMO
pq $~puq !2dpq%1(
a
mH
a H(
b
~Heff!abDb2WDaJ 1mHH(
a
Da
2 21J G . ~21!
Here the summation over p.qPO means that orbitals p and
q are in different orbital subspaces ~doubly occupied, active
or virtual!, and the sum over p>qPD indicates that both
orbitals belong to the same orbital subspace. The procedures
for determining the Lagrange multipliers m in Eq. ~21! are
discussed in the following section.
V. LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS
The Lagrange multipliers m are calculated from varia-
tional conditions Eq. ~8!. However, in order to compute the
derivatives of the Lagrangian, each m is to be multiplied by
the derivative of the corresponding constraining condition
dL~M,lopt ,mopt!
dMK
U
M50
5F]E~M,lopt!]MK 1mopt ] f ~M,lopt!]MK GM50 . ~22!
Therefore, it is not necessary to calculate those multipliers
for which ] f (M,lopt)/]MKuM5050. It follows from Eq.
~21! that the multipliers mORTHO
pq need not be calculated, since
none of the orthonormalization conditions depends explicitly
on the magnetic moments of the nuclei. The optimization
conditions for the multipliers mCAS
a also do not depend on the
43J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 1, 1 January 2003 Hyperfine coupling tensors
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magnetic moments. However, these multipliers still need to
be calculated, since they are used in calculation of the mul-
tipliers mCASCI
Aa and mCASMO
pq
.
6
For the optimized values of Da , the MCQDPT energy is
stationary with respect to Da ; since ]E(lopt)/]Da50, the
variational condition Eq. ~8! for mH
a has the solution mH
a
50. This means that only four kinds of Lagrange multipliers,
mCAS
a
, mCASCI
Aa
, and the two types of mCASMO
pq
, need to be
evaluated to calculate the derivatives of the Lagrangian with
respect to the nuclear magnetic moments:
dL~M,lopt ,mopt!
dMK
U
M50
5F S (
ab
DaDb
]~Heff!ab
]MK
Y (
a
Da
2 D
1(
a
(
A
mCASCI
Aa (
B
]HAB
]MK
CB~a!
1 (
p.qPO
mCASMO
pq ]
]MK
$Xpq2Xqp%
1 (
p>qPD
mCASMO
pq ]Fpq
]MKGM50 . ~23!
The equations for evaluating these multipliers were derived
by Nakano et al.6 The multipliers for the MO rotations mix-
ing different subspaces and for the CI coefficients are ob-
tained by solving coupled linear equations corresponding to
the state-averaged CASSCF equations @see Eq. ~43! in Ref.
6. The multipliers corresponding to the canonicalization pro-
cedure for the doubly occupied and external subspaces can
be determined without having to solve linear equations @Eq.
~41! in Ref. 6#.
VI. DERIVATIVES OF THE CONSTRAINING
CONDITIONS
The derivatives of the Lagrangian with respect to the
nuclear magnetic moments @Eq. ~23!# are determined by the
derivative of the MCQDPT effective Hamiltonian
](Heff)ab /]MK , as well as by the following three derivatives
of the constraining conditions: ]HAB /]MK , (]/]MK)$Xpq
2Xqp% and ]Fpq /]M K . The evaluation of these derivatives
is relatively straightforward.
Consider the nonrelativistic molecular Hamiltonian
H5
1
2 (i pi
22(
iK
ZK
riK
1
1
2 (KÞL
ZKZL
RKL
1
1
2 (iÞ j
1
ri j
. ~24!
The presence of nuclear magnetic moments results in several
contributions to this standard Hamiltonian of molecular
quantum mechanics. First, a term describing the direct inter-
action of the magnetic moments has to be introduced:
(K.LMKDKLML . Second, each nuclear magnetic moment
MK generates a magnetic field with vector potential AK(ri)
5a(MK3riK /riK3 ) ~where a is the fine structure constant!
and magnetic induction BK(ri)5 i3AK(ri). The total mag-
netic field created by magnetic moments of all nuclei in the
molecule is the sum of contributions from each nucleus:
A~ri!5(
K
AK~ri!, B~ri!5(
K
BK~ri!. ~25!
This magnetic field interacts with the magnetic moments of
the electrons, contributing 2( imiB(ri) to the Hamiltonian,
and with magnetic moments of nuclei, contributing
2(KMKB(rK). The magnetic moment of the electrons mi is
related to the electron spin operator as mˆi52 sˆ i , assuming
that the electron g factor 52 and the Bohr magneton 5 12 in
atomic units. Finally, in the presence of a magnetic field, the
momentum operators must be replaced by generalized mo-
mentum operators, in order to account for the gauge invari-
ance of the electron field: pi→Pi5pi1A(ri)52i i
1A(ri). The nonrelativistic Hamiltonian in the presence of
the magnetic moments of the nuclei can now be written as
Hˆ ~M!5
1
2 (i @2i i1A~ri!#
22(
iK
ZK
riK
1
1
2 (KÞL
ZKZL
RKL
1
1
2 (iÞ j
1
ri j
2(
i
miB~ri!2(
K
MKB~rK!
1 (
K.L
MKDKLML . ~26!
Differentiating this Hamiltonian with respect to the
nuclear magnetic moment M K results in the hyperfine opera-
tor
dHˆ ~M!
dM K
5Hˆ K5Hˆ K
PSO1HK
SD1Hˆ K
FC
, ~27!
where Hˆ K
PSO
, Hˆ K
SD and Hˆ K
FC are the paramagnetic spin-orbit
~PSO! operator
Hˆ K
PSO5a2(
i
2riK3i i
r ik
3 , ~28!
the spin-dipole ~SD! operator
Hˆ K
SD5a2(
i
r iK
2 mi23~miriK!riK
riK
5 , ~29!
and the Fermi contact ~FC! operator
Hˆ K
FC5
8pa2
3 (i d~rik!mi , ~30!
and the corresponding one-electron hyperfine operator hˆ K
5hˆ K
PSO1hˆ K
SD1hˆ K
FC
.
The first term in the expression for the MCQDPT hyper-
fine coupling tensor Eq. ~23! is the derivative of the
MCQDPT energy. Introducing the matrix elements of the
one-particle perturbation hK
pq5(puhˆ Kuq), the derivative of
the effective Hamiltonian can be written as
44 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 1, 1 January 2003 M. V. Pak and M. S. Gordon
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]~Heff!ab
]MK
5^auHˆ Kub& 2
1
2 H (pq ,B ^auEpquB&CB~b!
3F(
e
hK
pe~eunuq !
«e2«q1DEBa
1(
e
hK
eq~punue !
«e2«q1DEBaG
2 (
pqrs ,B
^auEpq ,rsuB&CB~b!
3F(
e
hK
pe~equrs !
«e2«q1«r2«s1DEBa
1(
e
hK
eq~peurs !
«e2«q1DEBaG1~a↔b!J . ~31!
Evaluation of ^auHˆ Kub& in Eq. ~31! involves calculation of
the matrix elements ^AuHˆ KuB& of the hyperfine operator Hˆ K
for two CSF’s uA& and uB& belonging to two different
CASSCF states ua& and ub&:
^auHKub&5(
A ,B
CA ~a!CB~b!^AuHˆ KuB& . ~32!
The derivative of the constraining condition for the CI
coefficients is (B(]HAB /]MK)CB(a), where ]HAB /]MK is
simply the matrix element ^AuHˆ KuB& of the hyperfine opera-
tor Hˆ K for two CSFs in the same CASSCF eigenfunction.
Calculation of the derivatives of the remaining two con-
straining conditions (]/]MK)$Xpq2Xqp% and ]Fpq /]MK re-
quires evaluation of the matrix elements of the one-particle
hyperfine operator hK
pq
, already used for calculating the
MCQDPT energy derivative Eq. ~31!:
]Fpq
]MK
5hK
pq
,
]Xpq
]MK
5(
a
v~a!F(
i
hK
pi^auEqiua&G .
~33!
Once all the derivatives are calculated, they can be com-
bined with the Lagrange multipliers to compute the hyperfine
coupling tensors using Eq. ~23!:
dL~M,lopt ,mopt!
dMK
U
M50
5F S (
ab
DaDb
]~Heff!ab
]MK
Y (
a
Da
2 D
1(
a
(
A
mCASCI
Aa (
B
^AuHˆ KuB&CB~a!
1 (
p.qPO
mCASMO
pq H v~a!F(
pi
hK
pi^auEqiua&
2(
qi
hK
qi^auEpiua&G J 1 (
p>qPD
mCASMO
pq hK
pqG
M50
,
where ](Heff)ab /]MK is given by Eq. ~31!, and mCASCIAa and
mCASMO
pq are determined by solving Eqs. ~41! and ~43! in Ref.
6.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Analytic calculation of the MCQDPT hyperfine coupling
tensors developed in this work relies on the evaluation of the
Lagrange multipliers using the formalism derived in Refs. 6,
8, and 9. Once these multipliers are calculated, the evalua-
tion of the magnetic derivatives presents a relatively straight-
forward task. Since this derivation does not depend on the
explicit form of the one-electron magnetic perturbation op-
erator, it can easily be generalized to include other cases for
which the basis functions do not depend on the differentia-
tion variable and for which the dependence of the Hamil-
tonian is through a one-particle operator.
The derivation presented in this work includes all the
limitations placed on the evaluation of the Lagrange multi-
pliers in Ref. 6. However, these limitations are not related to
the evaluation of magnetic derivatives in particular. One im-
portant limitation placed on the derivation here and in Ref. 6
is the use of the same set of reference functions for both the
CASSCF and MCQDPT calculations. It is often advanta-
geous to use a different reference in the MCQDPT calcula-
tion. For example, using orbitals from a singlet CASSCF
calculation for triplet MCQDPT states often simplifies calcu-
lations of excited states. Equations for the Lagrange multi-
pliers obtained without this restriction on the set of reference
functions can be found in Ref. 7. Using these multipliers to
evaluate the hyperfine coupling tensors according to the pro-
cedure derived here does not require any modifications.
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